Introduction
============

In the present study, we make use of the ability of two-photon confocal laser scanning microscopes (CLSMs) equipped with tunable lasers to produce spectral excitation image sequences. The added benefit over most previous spectral confocal studies, which have been carried out by analyzing emission spectra only, is that the extracted spectrum that is successful in unmixing a particular stained structure is provided through the examination of the shape of its excitation properties.[@b1-ijn-7-5545] In our study, factor analysis of medical image sequences (FAMIS),[@b2-ijn-7-5545],[@b3-ijn-7-5545] which combines correspondence analysis and oblique analysis and provides factor images of stained structures, handles mixtures of components determined by their physical behaviors in the sequence.[@b4-ijn-7-5545],[@b5-ijn-7-5545] FAMIS performs unmixing through spectral image processing of fluorescent stained structures on tissue sections and provides characterized stained cellular structures. Unmixing can be performed on emission spectral image sequences via conventional techniques, which are available in most confocal microscopes.[@b6-ijn-7-5545] Spectral analysis is by itself a broad field. A few of the more basic algorithms in spectral imaging are described by Garini, Young, and McNamara.[@b7-ijn-7-5545] Unmixing can also be performed on excitation spectral image sequences, as tunable lasers enable automated image acquisition at multiple excitation wavelengths,[@b8-ijn-7-5545] providing additional information about fluorescent structures inside tissue sections. To illustrate this, we applied unmixing protocols including FAMIS to histological tissue sections of mouse aorta containing Texas Red-labeled iron (Fe) nanoparticles counterstained with SYTO13,[@b9-ijn-7-5545] to get visual information on the accumulation of these nanoparticles in the arterial wall. Our aim was to establish the ability of fluorescent MRI contrast agents to act as in vivo staining tools for cellular sites. Texas Red-labeled Fe nanoparticles have been developed to mimic regular ultrasmall-particle iron oxide contrast agents.

Preliminary experiments were performed on specimens containing calibrated beads and Texas Red fluorescent nanoparticles[@b10-ijn-7-5545] to enhance the value of this new method based on tunable excitation.

In our experimental conditions, sequences of images obtained through a two-photon CLSM are processed by FAMIS, which unmixes fluorochromes on the basis of their physical properties[@b11-ijn-7-5545] and thus enables the isolation and visualization of fluorochromes by their spectral patterns.[@b12-ijn-7-5545],[@b13-ijn-7-5545] The fluorochromes in question are Texas Red and SYTO13. We also consider fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), because the selected calibrated beads contain a mixture of Texas Red and FITC. The excitation sequences of images are processed according to a method based on FAMIS that is available via Pixies (see <http://www.apteryx.fr/>). Sequences of images are obtained according to a protocol that requires the memorization of the scanning along the excitation spectrum (705--965 nm). The aim of the study is to differentiate the excitation spectra of Texas Red-stained and SYTO13-stained structures to determine precisely their localization in arterial wall histological tissue sections (thoracic aorta of mice) by using computed excitation curves (factors) and corresponding factor images.

Materials and methods
=====================

Specimens
---------

As prior controls, we selected (1) FTR beads (Flow Cytometry Standards Corporation, Research Triangle Park, NC), combining Texas Red and FITC, as a physical model; and (2) MACS Fe nanoparticles, which are goat anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG) microbeads (130-048-602; Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) incubated with Texas Red-conjugated rabbit IgG (011-0902; Rockland Immunochemicals, Gilbertsville, PA) in order to obtain fluorescent nanoparticles.[@b10-ijn-7-5545]

To provide a biological specimen, a product combining Fe nanoparticles and Texas Red (MRC 98145; Institute für Diagnostik Forschung, Berlin, Germany) was injected into the vein of the tail of Balb/c female mice (10--13 weeks).[@b9-ijn-7-5545] The concentration of the injected product was similar to that used for clinical purposes in humans (0.05 mM/kg). A noninjected mouse was used as a negative control. Mice were killed 4 minutes after injection by cervical dislocation. Fragments of fresh thoracic aorta of the mice were prepared for CLSM processing, and the cell nuclei of tissue samples were counterstained with SYTO13 as described previously.[@b9-ijn-7-5545]

Observation by two-photon CLSM fluorescence analysis
----------------------------------------------------

Specimens were observed using two-photon CLSM (Zeiss LSM 710 NLO; Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany), equipped with ScanModule (Carl Zeiss), photomultipliers, and nondescanned detectors. The emissions and excitations of specimens containing MACS Texas Red Fe particles, FTR beads, and injected MRC Texas Red Fe particles and counterstained SYTO13 were analyzed by means of a two-photon CLSM in sequences of images obtained by the available spectral analysis settings, which include an automatic spectral mode. Images were obtained for each case in 512 × 512 matrices at 20-times magnification (WPlan-Apochromat 20×/1.0) of the two-photon CLSM (selected pixel sizes from 0.14 to 0.83 μm). Excitation was carried out with a tunable Titanium Sapphire laser (Chameleon Ultra 2 + precompensation; Coherent). The acquisition time to scan each image was about 1 second, and the time required to change an excitation wavelength in the automatic spectral mode was about 2 seconds. An excitation at 805 nm was performed to collect the emission produced in the 10 nm spectral mode from blue to red (398 to 718 nm). Excitation spectral sequences were acquired in 512 × 512 matrices at 20× magnification in sequences of 27 images, in the 705--965 nm excitation range, in 10 nm steps, without filters.

In the case of spectral observations in which emissions were collected through band-pass filters and processed before interpretation, the excitation at 805 nm was performed on the basis of emission signal intensity, noting that excitation is recommended at 780 nm for Texas Red,[@b14-ijn-7-5545] between 740 nm and 820 nm for FITC, and at 810 nm for SYTO13. Red emissions were interpreted as Texas Red (peak reported between 596 and 620 nm),[@b14-ijn-7-5545] and green emissions were interpreted as autofluorescence and FITC (peak reported at 519 nm).[@b14-ijn-7-5545] In the case of spectral observations in which excitations were collected in the spectral mode from 705 to 965 nm, excitation peaks corresponding to Texas Red and to FITC and autofluorescence were obtained by means of FAMIS (see Image analysis), bearing in mind the recommended excitation levels.[@b14-ijn-7-5545] Images were superimposed in their true colors to provide a supplementary tool for interpretation.

Image analysis
--------------

Following general factor analysis techniques, FAMIS was developed to process biomedical image sequences.[@b2-ijn-7-5545],[@b3-ijn-7-5545] FAMIS decomposes image sequences into a smaller number of images, called factor images, and curves, called factor curves.[@b15-ijn-7-5545],[@b16-ijn-7-5545] Factor images correspond to spatial distribution components, while factor curves estimate individual behaviors in the sequence of images. The basic idea of FAMIS is to process the curves that represent the evolution of fluorescence intensity of each pixel in the spectral emission image, or excitation ([Figure 1](#f1-ijn-7-5545){ref-type="fig"}). The analysis assumes that each pixel is a mixture of fluorescence patterns, and the aim is to unmix those patterns. Factors are estimated from the image sequence in a two-step procedure. In the first step, called correspondence analysis, the image is reconstituted using singular vectors associated with the largest singular values. The second step, called oblique analysis, aims to estimate factor curves representing the fundamental curves. An algorithmic description of FAMIS is provided in a previous publication by Kahn et al.[@b16-ijn-7-5545]

Using FAMIS, pixel images were recombined in 4 × 4 clusters. All such clusters were investigated. Correspondence analysis[@b17-ijn-7-5545],[@b18-ijn-7-5545] was first performed on the intensity evolution of each cluster; then oblique analysis with positivity constraints was performed on the results of the correspondence analysis[@b2-ijn-7-5545] to obtain positive factor curves and images. Factor images were recomputed back to the original sampling by oblique projection on the factor curves. The estimation was performed in the least-squares sense; in this case, the factor curves correspond to the emission or excitation spectra of the fluorochromes. Factor images provide images of stained fluorescent structures. Two or more factor curves and factor images can be investigated. Superimposition of these factor images in their true colors provides a supplementary tool for result interpretation.

Results
=======

Two-photon CLSM analysis of Texas Red-stained specimens
-------------------------------------------------------

### FTR beads

In the case of spectral observations of FTR beads in which emissions were collected through band-pass filters and then processed before interpretation, excitation was performed at 805 nm and emission was collected in the spectral mode in 10 nm filters from blue to red (398--718 nm). Here, two factors only were analyzed. A red emission (608 nm) corresponding to Texas Red was visualized in one factor image, and a green emission (498 nm) corresponding to autofluorescence and to FITC was visualized in the second factor image ([Figure 2A](#f2-ijn-7-5545){ref-type="fig"}). When excitations were collected in the spectral mode ranging from 705 to 965 nm, a 795 nm excitation peak corresponding to Texas Red was visualized in one factor image and a 745--765 nm band of excitations, corresponding to FITC and autofluorescence, was visualized in another ([Figure 2B](#f2-ijn-7-5545){ref-type="fig"}).

### MACS Texas Red Fe nanoparticles

MACS Texas Red Fe nanoparticles were excited at 805 nm and emissions were collected in the spectral mode through 10 nm band-pass filters from blue to red (398--718 nm) and processed before interpretation. Here, two factors only were analyzed. A red emission (608 nm) corresponding to Texas Red was visualized in a first factor image, and a blue emission (448 nm) corresponding to background autofluorescence was visualized in the second factor image ([Figure 3A](#f3-ijn-7-5545){ref-type="fig"}). Excitations were also collected in the spectral mode ranging from 705 to 965 nm; an excitation ranging between 795 and 825 nm corresponding to Texas Red was visualized in one factor image and a 745--765 band of excitations corresponding to the background autofluorescence in another ([Figure 3B](#f3-ijn-7-5545){ref-type="fig"}).

### Injected MRC Texas Red Fe nanoparticles

For the injected MRC Texas Red Fe nanoparticles, excitations were performed at both 785 nm and 745 or 755 nm, and emissions were again collected in the spectral mode in 10 nm filters from blue to red (398--718 nm). Excitations were collected in the spectral mode ranging from 705 nm to 965 nm, and the resulting spectral sequences were also investigated. Sequences of images showing emissions and excitations, respectively, were acquired from a control sample ([Figure 4A and B](#f4-ijn-7-5545){ref-type="fig"}), from a SYTO13 counterstained sample from a noninjected mouse ([Figure 4C and D](#f4-ijn-7-5545){ref-type="fig"}), from a sample that was not counterstained taken from an injected mouse ([Figure 4E and F](#f4-ijn-7-5545){ref-type="fig"}), and from a counterstained sample taken from an injected mouse ([Figure 4G and H](#f4-ijn-7-5545){ref-type="fig"}).

Here, two or three factors were analyzed (three factors in the cases of [Figure 4A, E, and G](#f4-ijn-7-5545){ref-type="fig"}). A green emission (498--518 nm) corresponding to autofluorescence ([Figure 4A](#f4-ijn-7-5545){ref-type="fig"}) or SYTO13 ([Figure 4C and G](#f4-ijn-7-5545){ref-type="fig"}) was visualized in the first factor image of the spectral emission sequences, and a red emission (598--638 nm band of emission, 628 nm peak) corresponding to Texas Red was visualized in the second factor image ([Figure 4E and G](#f4-ijn-7-5545){ref-type="fig"}). A blue emission (448--468 nm) corresponding to autofluorescence was visualized in the third factor image ([Figure 4A, E, and G](#f4-ijn-7-5545){ref-type="fig"}).

Excitations of 745 nm and 805 nm, corresponding to autofluorescence and SYTO13, were visualized in the first factor image in [Figure 4B, D, and H](#f4-ijn-7-5545){ref-type="fig"}, and an excitation of 785 nm, corresponding to Texas Red, was visualized in the second factor image in [Figure 4D, F, and H](#f4-ijn-7-5545){ref-type="fig"}.

### Analysis of results

Considering that excitation is recommended[@b14-ijn-7-5545] at 780 nm for Texas Red, between 740 nm and 820 nm for FITC, and at 810 nm for SYTO13, there is a good concordance of the results that were obtained for Texas Red in FTR beads, MACS Texas Red Fe nanoparticles, and injected MRC Texas Red Fe nanoparticles. The red emission was at 608 nm and the corresponding excitations were at 795 nm, between 795 and 825 nm, and at 785 nm, respectively. SYTO13 (green emission at 498 nm) was properly distinguished by its excitation in our results both from autofluorescence (805 nm) and from FITC (excitation between 745 and 775 nm). These results support the choice of Texas Red to stain structures and SYTO13 for counterstaining to determine the precise localization of structures in arterial wall histological tissue sections (thoracic aorta of mice) by using computed curves (factors) and corresponding factor images.

Discussion
==========

The present study, performed on mice injected with Fe nanoparticles stained with Texas Red, was carried out to determine the ability of these nanoparticles to accumulate in the wall of the thoracic aorta. Preliminary studies showed that Texas Red can be characterized by means of its excitation properties in calibrated conditions,[@b11-ijn-7-5545] and it was therefore possible to consider that Texas Red--stained nanoparticles could be identified in tissue sections on the basis of the fluorescent properties of this fluorochrome and autofluorescence. To this end, two-photon CLSM methods of investigation were used. As FITC is present in the FTR calibrated beads we used, we took the opportunity to show that FITC and Texas Red can be differentiated on the basis of their excitation properties; however, autofluorescence and FITC have similar factors and cannot be differentiated. Cell counterstaining with SYTO13 was also evaluated, and it resulted in proper differentiations. The fact that two-photon CLSMs are now equipped with tunable lasers enabled us to obtain excitation sequences of images, which was not possible in one-photon CLSMs. Confocal observations were made more efficient and specific by using sequences of images provided by spectral excitation modes and then processed by image analysis. Indeed, using FAMIS as an unmixing tool makes it possible to differentiate spectral excitations or emissions of fluorochromes in a multistaining system and to provide images corresponding specifically to each fluorochrome.[@b5-ijn-7-5545] Compared to conventional microscopic methods of fluorescence -- which require the use of specific sets of filters to deal with various technical constraints (fading, overlap of fluorescence, compensation) that often make it difficult to identify various objects inside specimens[@b11-ijn-7-5545] -- the use of the FAMIS image-processing technique allows the differentiation of mixed fluorescent excitations or emissions from dyes and particles,[@b19-ijn-7-5545] while factor images provide an overview of the uptake of particles at the single-cell level.[@b20-ijn-7-5545]

In conclusion, the use of a two-photon CLSM equipped with a tunable laser, in conjunction with subsequent spectral methods of unmixing based on excitation properties of fluorochromes such as Texas Red and SYTO13, provides an efficient supplementary tool to analyze the interaction and the capture of stained nanoparticles by living cells or animals. Other fluorochromes can also be evaluated using this approach. Prospective works in vivo and ex vivo can therefore be considered to characterize side effects of various types of nanoparticles.[@b21-ijn-7-5545] The proposed approach combines spectral methods based on excitation with the use of a two-photon CLSM associated with appropriate biochemical and immunological methods. It opens the way to investigate fluorescent nanoparticles stained with different dyes and allows the investigation of the cellular and tissular distribution of various molecules associated with fluorescent nanoparticles and appropriate counterstainings. This approach could have some pharmacological and toxicological applications, resulting from obtaining the distribution of nanoparticles in various tissues in small animal models and in humans.[@b22-ijn-7-5545]--[@b24-ijn-7-5545]
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![Basic presentation of FAMIS, which was developed to process biomedical image sequences.[@b2-ijn-7-5545],[@b3-ijn-7-5545] A similar description of FAMIS applied to spectral emission was provided in Kahn et al[@b10-ijn-7-5545]\
**Notes:** In the present case, FAMIS assumes that each pixel is a mixture of different fluorescence patterns.[@b5-ijn-7-5545] Factor curves correspond to spectral emissions[@b13-ijn-7-5545],[@b15-ijn-7-5545] of the different fluorochromes on the slide. Here, factor curves correspond to spectral excitations of the fluorochromes. For each factor curve, the set of positive weights computed for each curve yields one image, called a factor image, which provides images of fluorescent structures. Factors are estimated in a two-step procedure from the image sequence. In the first step, called correspondence analysis, the image is reconstituted using singular vectors associated with the largest singular values. The second step, called oblique analysis, aims to estimate factor curves representing the fundamental curves. In the case of multispectral analysis, factor curves are selected by positive constraints to obtain positive factor curves and images. Factor images are recomputed back to the original sampling by oblique projection on the factor curves, and the estimation is performed in the least-squares sense. An algorithmic description of FAMIS is provided in a previous publication.[@b16-ijn-7-5545] This presentation is an adaptation of a published figure reprinted from *International Journal of Nanomedicine*, 5, Kahn E, Baarine M, Pelloux S, et al. Iron nanoparticles increase 7-ketocholesterol-induced cell death, inflammation, and oxidation on murine cardiac HL1-NB cells, 185--195, copyright (2010), with permission from Dove Medical Press Ltd.[@b10-ijn-7-5545] It mentions excitation profiles, and images and factor curves are different.\
**Abbreviation:** FAMIS, factor analysis of medical image sequences.](ijn-7-5545f1){#f1-ijn-7-5545}

![Spectral observations of FTR (FITC + Texas Red) beads in which (**A**) emission and (**B**) excitation sequences are collected and processed by FAMIS.\
**Abbreviation:** FAMIS, factor analysis of medical image sequences.](ijn-7-5545f2){#f2-ijn-7-5545}

![Spectral observations of iron nanoparticles conjugated with Texas Red (MACS Texas Red) in which (**A**) emission and (**B**) excitation sequences are collected through band-pass filters and processed by FAMIS.\
**Note:** Color was added to assist with interpretation.\
**Abbreviation:** FAMIS, factor analysis of medical image sequences.](ijn-7-5545f3){#f3-ijn-7-5545}

###### 

Spectral observation via FAMIS of the action of injected MRC Texas Red iron nanoparticles in the thoracic aorta of mice, including (**A** and **B**) control samples with no injection and no staining; (**C** and **D**) control samples counterstained with SYTO13; (**E** and **F**) injected samples with no staining; and (**G** and **H**) injected, counterstained samples.

**Notes:** Of each pair, the former shows emissions (398--718 nm) and the latter shows excitations (705--965 nm). Color was added to assist with interpretation.

**Abbreviation:** FAMIS, factor analysis of medical image sequences.
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